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9. In all situations, are you willing to create the illumination necessary to see the 

unseen? This is not spiritual awareness beyond physical, it is expanding physical by 
providing the illumination to see what is not revealed by reflected light! …are you 
willing to carry your own illumination [Book 8] at all times? …for this is critical to 
your ever-expanding awareness and self-realization that you are …and are to be as an 
illuminating being, …are you willing to illuminate the darkness of self and life for 
others? 

10. Are you willing to illuminate and flow your life [Book 50] by access rather than 
by effects? In this, more abundance doesn’t come to you, you perceive more-abundantly 
…as a visionary! 

11. With access, there is no need to hold on to anything! …or feel that anything is 
ever denied you! …concealed from you! …or acting against you! 

12. While others see and experience or expect an ailing and afflicted body …and 
constant problems and difficulties in life! …and struggle endlessly to ‘fix’ such matters! 
…to you, in living eternally in communion with access, all such issues are non-issues! 

13. Access is! …but, unfortunately, because of your old believing, thinking, 
visualizing, and acting through cause and effect, you are so accustomed to having things 
happen for you as you desire …that you expect access to do for you as you desire as well, 
but nothing you think or say or hope and pray is ever going to make access do anything 
for you! 

14. You cannot sow access to reap access …or give access to others to gain access, 
nor can you believe in access to have access believe in you! Access is much like library 
that makes everything available but does nothing for you! [1C94] 

15. What a tremendous sight you will be …and what glorious wonders you will 
perceive when you are no longer nourished and maintained by bread, emotions, 
experiences, and actions alone …and begin nourishing, renewing, and sustaining yourself 
through access. 

You have access …do you awarefully apply access in your life? 
16. A human being, separated from access, is born, grows and develops, matures, 

deteriorates, and dies, …where in all of this is there time for life? …and though many 
people believe the life of a visionary is not only impractical …it is largely a fantasy! 
…and visionary’s life is not a fantasy or mythical …nor is it mysterious, it is real and 
imagining …for life is not composed of physical and spiritual matters in opposition, life 
consists of physical matters and access in communion! 
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17. All matters of your personal self and life are composed! [Book 11] …without 

lasting meaning or purpose …and will decompose and be lost from you! …however, the 
information of those matters and actions can remain with you in access …and not 
decompose, …and can have lasting meaning and purpose and liveliness! 

18. Remember, even your feelings are composed! …such that feelings of guilt, regret, 
and sadness will decompose! …as will reactive feelings of rightness, devotion, faith, and 
trust! …and safety and security will constantly decompose as well! All giving and 
serving is composed! 

19. You can live a composed self and life …and lose it all! …you can live an 
uncomposed self and life …and retain it all …without any awareness or realization of 
what you possess …or the meaning and purpose of that! …or you can live the communion 
[Book 7] of composed·uncomposed and retain all that is meaningful and purposeful for 
you …and access that through the beholdings of imaginative-minding! 

20. Whenever you cannot seem to ease or resolve a problem or affliction, it is 
probably not because you are stuck in your old beliefs or habits of thinking, it is more-
likely because you are stuck in your old images of yourself and life! 

 
What images are you living and struggling against? 


